RUGGED FOR EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAMS

Since 1989, Getac has manufactured rugged computers for some of the most
demanding users in the harshest environments. Our goal is to provide the absolute
best public safety laptops and tablets, able to withstand the kind of abuse emergency
service professionals deal with daily.
From surviving drops, shocks, spills, vibration and extreme temperatures, Getac products are engineered to solve the everyday challenges that public safety teams encounter on the job. No other computer manufacturer offers this type of service.

PRODUCTS BUILT FOR PUBLIC SAFETY

V110

11.6” Fully Rugged Convertible
The V110 fully rugged convertible notebook is the best
convertible we’ve ever made. It features a large 11.6”
widescreen display and a design that is as thin and light as
ever, quickly transforming from notebook to tablet as needed.

K120

12.5” Fully Rugged Tablet
From its multi-functional tablet hard handle, attachable
full-size backlit keyboard, to a wide variety of straps and
harnesses, the K120 can adapt to all your needs indoors and
in the field through a variety of usage modes and an extensive
selection of accessories.

CALL
949.681.2900

F110

11.6” Fully Rugged Tablet
The F110 features a large 11.6” widescreen display and a thin
and light design. This is the perfect tablet for docking in a
forklift or scanning barcodes during order fulfillment.

S410

14” Semi-Rugged Tablet
This workhorse is great for the in-vehicle environment with 14”
sunlight-readable display and a temperature tolerance range
of -5°F to 140°F. Add an integrated FIPS-compliant fingerprint
reader to meet 2FA requirements.

EMAIL
GETACSALES_US@GETAC.COM

MOUNTING SOLUTIONS
Getac has a strong partnership with leading dock manufacturers that have served public
safety for decades.

HAVIS DOCKS
Height-adjustable overhead mounting
packages and swivel mounting allow for
ideal visibility, safety and ergonomics.

GAMBER-JOHNSON DOCKS
Prepackaged wiring harnesses for handling
longer wire runs & varied power applications; also
with swivel mounting if requested.

SPECIALIZED HARDWARE & SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
DEVICE ACCESSORIES AND ADDITIONAL HARDWARE
- Full Wireless Connectivity (cellular, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth)
- Combined Mag Stripe Reader and Barcode Reader
- Special Dual Purpose or 2FA Compliant Fingerprint Reader
- Hard handles with Legacy RJ45

SOFTWARE AND SERVICE
- Installation Services, including disk imaging and deployment/training assistance
- Custom Warranty Packages
- Self-Maintainer Package

SERVICE & SUPPORT
It doesn’t happen often, but if your device ever needs to be serviced, Getac offers the best
customer service in the industry so you can quickly get back to doing what you do best.

CONVENIENT FEDEX®
DROP-OFF AND SHIPPING

CALL
949.681.2900

BUMPER-TO-BUMPER
WARRANTY

REPAIRS COMPLETED IN
AS LITTLE AS ONE DAY

EMAIL
GETACSALES_US@GETAC.COM

